CAFÉ Strategy: Use Prior Knowledge to Connect
With Text
Have you ever read a story and been able to connect on a personal level with a
character or storyline? Do you notice that it is easier to read and comprehend
something that you have background knowledge of? This is because readers bring
information from what they already know or what they have previously read about
a topic and connect it with what they are reading. This increases their
understanding of the text and helps them remember what they have read. Using
prior knowledge can help students connect their own experiences with the text to
better understand and make sense of what they are reading.

How can you help your child with this strategy at home?
1. When reading with your child, pause before and during the reading of the text to
relate what is being read in the story to what is already known.
2. Model for your child how you activate prior knowledge before you begin reading.
Use some of the following questions to get started:
What experiences have you had that might be similar to what this book cover is
telling you?
What do you already know about this content, genre, or author?
While reading: Does this part of the story remind you of anything you have
done before or read before that will help you understand this section of the
story better?
Using what you already knew about the topic, did that information help you
understand this selection?
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3. Remind your child that a reader can connect text to many different experiences.
They can make a ´text to selfµ connection (connecting to personal experiences), a
´text to worldµ connection (what they know about the world that will help them
better understand the story), or a ´text to textµ connection (the current book reminds
them of a previous book read). When your child makes a connection, see if he/she
can identify what kind of connection was made.

Thank you for your continued support at home!
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